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Introduction: Osteoarthritis is a degenerative joint disease which affects joint cartilage.
Almost 80% patients movement are limited and 25% of them can not even perform daily
activities. Due to its chronic and progressive nature, socio-economic impacts in many
developed and developing countries are enormous. We aimed to determine the profile of
patients with osteoarthritis in Dr. Soetomo General Hospital Surabaya. Method: This was
an observasional research. Questionnaires data were obtained from September-October
2016. Thirty five subjects with osteoarthritis were analyzed for the study. The variables
observed include sex, age, body mass index, type of osteoarthritis, Kellgren-Lawrence
scoring system, and knee osteoarthritis severity index. Result: The result shows that 43%
of the samples were aged 60-69 years, 83% of the samples were female, 37% of the
samples had an I BMI obesity, 60% of samples had bilateral osteoarthritis, and 77% of
samples from primary osteoarthritis. A total of 15 of 53 knee samples had class III, and 15
of 53 knee samples also had class I, and as many as 21 of the 35 samples had a "very
severe" clinical gradation. These results may be due to patients who have low grade
gradation clinics and have received medical attention at the level I health facility or II.
Conclusion: From the results of this study, it can be concluded that age, sex, BMI,
Kellgren-Lawrence assessment system, index severity of patients Lequesne osteoarthritis in
Dr. Soetomo General Hospital Surabaya is in conformity with research that has been done
in many places and theories that exist.
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Introduction
Osteoarthritis is a degenerative joint disease, which
affects joint cartilage. It is associated with aging and is
likely to affect joints that have been constantly exposed
to stress throughout the year (WHO, 2015). According
to WHO the prevalence of osteoarthritis worldwide in
men is 9.6% and in women aged over 60 years as many
as 18%. While in Indonesia, the prevalence of
osteoarthritis at the age of 61 years is 5%. Meanwhile,
the prevalence of knee osteoarthritis is still quite high in
Indonesia, which account 15.5% in men and 12.7% in
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women of the total Indonesian population which
amounts to 255 million people (Koentjoro, 2010).
Osteoarthritis is one of the ten most disabling
diseases in the developed world. Due to its chronic and
progressive nature, the socio-economic impacts in many
developed and developing countries are enormous.
Diseases that cause severe pain and disability in patients,
thus interfering with daily activities. As a result, as many
as 80% have limitations in the move and 25% of them
can not even carry out daily activities (WHO, 2016).
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Based on radiological features, the most commonly
used method for defining radiography is KellgrenLawrence (K/L), a radiographic gradation scheme that
has been used for more than four decades. The OA
assessment system has five levels from 0 to 4, in
Kellgren-Lawrence grading system divided according to
the presence of osteophytes of joint space constriction,
and the presence of sclerosis of the subcondrial bone
(Zhang & Jordan, 2010). In addition to the radiological
picture, the knee osteoarthritis severity index from
Lequesne also can be used to assess the severity of the
osteoarthritis incidence. Developing a severity index for
knee osteoarthritis can also be used to assess the
effectiveness of therapeutic interventions(Lequesne et
al., 1987).
The high prevalence of osteoarthritis in Indonesia,
the variety and severity of the disease based on the
Kellgren-Lawrence criterion, and the presence of risk
factors that affect the incidence, pain, disability, and
severity of the underlying disease are the reason the
investigators want to know more in demographic,
clinical and index profiles severity of knee osteoarthritis
patients in outpatient clinic of Dr. Soetomo General
Hospital Surabaya.

patients knee osteoarthritis who became the study
sample. The age group of the most studied sample was
aged 60-69 years which is 15 samples (43%). Then the
remainder at age 50-59 years were 10 samples (29%), at
age 40-49 years in 7 samples (20%), and at age 70-79
years in 3 samples (8%). Woman was the most knee
osteoarthritis patient who became the samplew which is
29 samples (83%) compared to males with only 6
samples (17%) (Table 1).

Methods

Table 1 Distribution of Osteoarthritis Patients Age,
Gender, BMI Respondents

This is descriptive research with cross sectional
approach using primary data. The samples were all
patients of knee osteoarthritis found in Outpatients Clinic
of Rheumatology, Internal Disease and Outpatients clinic
of Orthopedic and Traumatology DR. Soetomo General
Hospital Surabaya which obtained by total sampling.
Variables used include demographics, primary and
secondary osteoarthritis, Kellgren-Lawrence grading
system, and Leodesne severity index. Primary data was
obtained through direct inquest to the patient, BMI data
obtained by direct measurement, data degrees of joint
damage obtained from radiological examination, and
data of severity and demographic index obtained through
direct questioning to patients with questionnaires. The
steps of data processing are checking the completeness
and clarity of the data, coding on each variable data,
entering the data into the computer program, and
checking again to ensure that the data has been cleared of
errors.

Variable

Number
(People)

Percentage(%)

40-49
50-59
60-69
70-79

7
10
15
3

20
29
43
8

6
29

17
83

1
10
6
13
5

3
29
17
37
14

Age

Gender
Male
Female
BMI
<18,5
18,5-22,9
23-24,9
25-29,9
>=30

The spread of BMI in knee osteoarthritis patients
who treated in Outpatients Clinic of Rheumatology,
Internal Disease and Outpatients clinic of Orthopedic
and Traumatology DR. Soetomo General Hospital
Surabaya mostly have BMI 25-29,9 or Obesity I (mild)
with amount of 13 sample (37%), then followed by
sample with BMI 18,5-22,9 or Normal Weight of 10
samples (29%), then samples with BMI 23-24,9 or Preobesity were 6 samples (17%), samples with BMI> 30 or
Obesity II (heavy) were 5 samples (14%), and last
sampled with BMI <18.5 or less weight only amounted
to 1 sample (3%). (Table 1)
Knee Patient Distribution Affected by Osteoarthritis
Patients with osteoarthritis in both knees occupied
the highest number of 21 samples, whereas patients
with osteoarthritis in the right knee only were 9
samples, and the lowest were patients with left knee
osteoarthritis alone of 5 samples (Table 2)
Table 2 Knee Distribution Affected by Osteoarthritis

Result

General Characteristic Respondents
The results of measurements conducted in
Outpatients Clinic of Rheumatology, Internal Disease
and Outpatients clinic of Orthopedic and Traumatology
DR. Soetomo General Hospital Surabaya, from
September 2016-October 2016 researchers obtained 35

Type of knee
Right only
Left only
Right and Left
Patients Total
Knee Total

Number (Knee)
9
5
21
35
56
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Distribution of Osteoarthritis Type
Type of osteoarthritis patients who seek treatment
were patients with primary osteoarthritis more with 27
samples (77%) than patients with secondary
osteoarthritis amounted to 8 samples (23%). (Table 3).
Table 3 Distribution of Osteoarthritis Type Respondent
Osteoarthritis
Type
Primary

Patients total
(People)
27

Secondary

8

23%

TOTAL

35

100%

Percentage(%)
77%

Table 5 Distribution of Knee Osteoarthritis Severity
Index from Lequesne

1-4

Mild

Number
(people)
4

5-7

Moderate

2

6%

8-10

Severe

3

9%

Value

Legend

Table 4 Distribution of Kellgren-Lawrence grading
system
Grade
I
II
III
IV

Left
5
6
8
7

Right
10
8
7
5

Knee Total
15
14
15
12

Total

26

30

56

Distribution of Knee Osteoarthritis Severity Index from
Lequesne
Knee Osteoarthritis Severity Index of Lequesne,
patients with clinical gradation "very severe" or with
value>= 14 have the highest number of 21 samples,
followed by knee osteoarthritis patients with clinical
gradation "very severe" or with the value of 11-13
amounted to 5 samples, then patients with knee
osteoarthritis with a median gradation of "moderate" or
with a 1-4 score of 4 samples, then patients with knee
osteoarthritis with "severe" clinical gradation or with a
score of 8-10 were 3 samples, and the last patient with
osteoarthritis knee with "adequate" clinical gradation or
5-7 score of 2 samples (Table 5)

11%

11-13

Very severe

5

14%

>=14

Extremely severe

21

60%

35

100%

TOTAL

Distribution of Kellgren-Lawrence grading system
Based on the Kellgren-Lawrence grading system
distribution, the patients with grade I knee left
assessment were 5 samples, and the right knee were 10
samples, then the patients with grade II of the left knee
were 6 samples, and the right knee were 8 samples, then
the patients with grade III knee left assessment was 8
samples, and right knee were 7 samples, last patient
with grade IV grade of left knee were 7 samples, and
right knee totaled 5 samples. (Table 4)

Percentage (%)

Discussion

Of the total 35 samples of the youngest age of
patients knee osteoarthritis in this study was 40 years,
while the oldest was 71 years. There were no patients
with knee osteoarthritis under 40 years old. The average
age of patients suffering from knee osteoarthritis in this
study was 59.08 years. This is because osteoarthritis is a
degenerative disease that is the dominant factor is age,
but also there are patients who with age range 40-49
years may be due to the patient has secondary
osteoarthritis caused by other diseases.
Age is the most dominant factor of osteoarthritis
among other factors. Mechanisms suspected to cause
joint damage are not known, but joint damage may occur
multifactorially including oxidative damage, cartilage
thinning, muscle weakening, and proprioceptive
weakness (Palazzo et al., 2016). Increased age causes the
tension properties of the cartilage to decrease resulting in
an accumulation of glycation that causes mechanical
failure (Ashkavand et al., 2013). The body's ability to
repair cartilage also decreases with age (Simon, 2012).
In another study found the same results that the
distribution of age group of patients with osteoarthritis
knee samples is the highest on 60-69 years of age, with a
minimum age of 52 years, and a maximum age of 91
years. The average age in the study was 67.40 years
(Hasiibi, 2014).
In this study the gender of patients with knee
osteoarthritis is mostly women as many as 29 patients
(83%), while male knee osteoarthritis patients only
amounted to 6 (17%). This proves that the female sex
becomes one of the risk factors for knee osteoarthritis,
because in women affected by hormonal. In men the
occurrence of osteoarthritis may be due to other things
such as heavy work that often use the knee as a support.
A significant decrease in estrogen levels after
menopause results in an increased incidence of OA in
women over 50 years. Chondrocytes have functional
estrogen receptors, which show that these cells are
affected by estrogen (Firestein & Kelley, 2009).
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A study in Surakarta City, Lawean District also
showed that more women (12 samples) were having
osteoarthritis compared to men for 5 sample(Jatmiko,
2015). Another study in Bangli Regency, Bali. Shows
that the proportion of knee osteoarthritis patients on men
and women knee osteoarthritis patients is almost
comparable ie (47.4% and 52.6% respectively) (Hasiibi,
2014).
From the data of this study the prevalence of BMI in
knee osteoarthritis patients showed that most samples
had BMI 25-29.9 or Obesity I (mild) that accounted to
13 samples (37%), and the fewest samples with
BMI<18.5 or less weight only amounted to 1 sample
(3%). These results proved that BMI has a close
relationship to become one of the risk factors for
osteoarthritis. There is also one sample with underweight
(3%), osteoarthritis can indeed occur in people with BMI
"underweight" but the percentage is relatively small
compared to other BMI groups. This may be due to the
possibility that patients with BMI "less weight" find
other risks such as advanced age, heavy occupation, or
due to other diseases or secondary osteoarthritis.
Research shows that obesity has a positive
relationship with osteoarthritis genu (Ashkavand et al.,
2013) Obesity also accelerates the progression of
osteoarthritis when the damage has started. This is
because in people with obesity, joints must withstand
heavier loads so that increase damage risk (Simon,
2012). Some researchers have shown an association
between BMI and Osteoarthritis, for every 5-digit
increase in BMI will increase the risk factor for
osteoarthritis 35% (Palazzo et al., 2016).
Another study at Dr. M. Djamil Padang General
Hospital produces the same data that osteoarthritis is
more common in overweight people than normal people.
In this study, 6 patients have normal BMI, while patients
who have overweight BMI as many as 18 samples of
patients from the total sample of 24 patients samples.
(Mutiwara, 2016).
The results showed that bilateral knee osteoarthritis
patients were more numerous with 21 samples (60%),
while patients with unilateral knee osteoarthritis
accounted for 14 samples (40%). This can happen
because many of the patients on the sample have an
excess BMI, and the entire body weight is supported by
2 knees, resulting in bilateral symmetry. In patients with
unilateral osteoarthritis may be due to trauma, or often
use only one of the legs to become a cure during the
move.
From the radiographic features of the joints,
narrowing of joint cracks is often asymmetrical and
heavier the knees are often used to support body weight
(Soeroso, 2006). Other researchers say in his research the
incidence of bilateral osteoarthritis is often associated
with excess BMI, and unilateral osteoarthritis is often
associated with injury(Davis et al. 1989).
In a study of knee osteoarthritis patients in Dr. M.
Djamil Padang General Hospital obtained the same result
that the distribution of bilateral knee osteoarthritis
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patients were 16 samples (66.7%), while unilateral knee
osteoarthritis patients were 8 samples (33.3%)
(Mutiwara, 2016).
In this study found the incidence of primary
osteroarthritis (77%) higher than secondary osteoarthritis
(23%). This is because the multifactor that influenced it,
and has been proven in the previous discussion that most
patients with osteoarthritis in Dr. Soetomo General
Hospital Surabaya are elderly, has a BMI above normal,
and women. Those data support the results of research
showing that the incidence of primary osteoarthritis
more. The occurrence of secondary osteoarthritis in this
study is often caused by diseases such as trauma,
rheumatoid arthritis, spondyloarthritis, and others.
Primary osteoarthritis or idiopathic OA has not been
identified and is not associated with systemic disease or
local change processes in the joints(Soeroso et al., 2006).
However, in primary OA, the degenerative process is
still considered the main cause of osteoarthritis disease
and is common in patients over the age of 40 years
(Lubis et al., 2012).
Another research study at RS. Islam Bandung in
2014 found that the incidence of primary knee
osteoarthritis was higher than secondary, and from that
study it was also found that primary knee osteoarthritis
was higher in women (82.54%) than in men (18.59%)
(Sonjaya et al., 2015).
Based on the Kellgren-Lawrence grading system,
knee osteoarthritis patients grade I and grade III were 15
samples, grade II were 14 samples, and grade IV were 12
samples. In this research, the distribution between the
degree of severity is relatively even. In the current era of
Jaminan Kesehatan Nasional (National Health Insurance)
in Indonesia, for type A hospitals such as Dr. Soetomo
General Hospital Surabaya should have more cases with
a high degree of severity because cases with first degree
severity generally can be overcome in first-rate health
facilities such as Puskesmas or Klinik Pratama
(Community Health Center). The results of the study did
not show that kind of results possibly because some
patients did not yet have Jaminan Kesehatan Nasional or
the therapy given at the first-rate health facility has not
been able to reduce the pain suffered by the patient. The
number of patients with grade I knee osteoarthritis was
very different based on the Lequesne severity index data
that showed most patients have very severe clinical
gradations, this also proved that the pain suffered by the
patient is very subjective and not directly proportional to
the reading of radiographic results, or maybe something
is missed in radiographic reading.
The most commonly used method for assessing the
severity of osteoarthritis is Kellgren-Lawrence (K/L), a
sequel of radiographic gradation that has been used for 4
decades. Overall the OA scoring system is five levels
from 0 to 4, in Kellgren-Lawrence grading system theory
divided according to the presence of osteophytes of joint
space constriction, and the presence of sclerosis of the
subcondrial bone (Zhang & Jordan, 2010).
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The results of other studies at RSUP Dr Wahidin
Sudirohusodo Makassar showed that based on the
distribution of grading frequencies according to
Kellgren-Lawrence grading system, the most common
cases were third-degree (61,4%), followed by fourthdegree (26,7%) and second-degree (11.9%). The first
degree in the study was not found, because the subjects
needed medical help when the knee pain was
experienced monthly to annual, resulting in an anatomic
changes around the knee joint seen in conventional knee
joint photographs (Lukum et al., 2011).
Based on research data, the distribution of knee
Osteoarthritis Severity Index from Lequesne found that
clinical gradation "very severe" was mostly found with
value ≥14 score of 60%, shile the least patients with
"adequate" clinic gradation of 6%. This is because in the
era of national health insurance (JKN) apply the system
of health facilities (fasilitas kesehatan/faskes) is divided
into primary, secondary and tertiary health care. Dr.
Soetomo General Hospital included on tertiary health
care whereas patients with osteoarthritis were already
treated by primary or secondary health care. However,
the data showed patients with "moderate" clinical
gradations persisted and even higher than patients with
clinically "adequate" gradations despite the JKN era, this
may occur because some patients have not or do not use
JKN, or because of pain is subjective assessment there
are some patients who do not often complain about the
pain. From the overall result also proves that there is no
direct correlation between Lequesne severity index and
Kellgren-Lawrence grading system.
Another study at Prof. Dr. R.D. Kandou Manado
General Hospital, the incidence of knee osteoarthritis has
a clinical gradation of the moderate Lequesne index of
42.11%, and only one person (2.63%) with clinical
gradation of the Lequesne index is very severe (Yaputri,
2005).

Conclusion

The average age of the sample in this study was
59.08 years with women as majority. Most samples
belong to first degree obesity that is equal to 37%. In this
study, more cases were primary osteoarthritis with value
77% and most cases were bilateral, 60%. Based on the
Kellgren-Lawrence grading system, most cases dound
were first and third-grade, 15 for each cases. Based on
the Severity Index of Lequesne, most cases found were
in clinical gradation "very severe" (value≥14) that is
equal to 60%.
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